New Hydraulic Reelmowers Extend The Cut Behind Compact Tractors

Huxleys have added two hydraulically-powered reelmowers to its line-up of equipment for use with compact tractors. The TR84 and TR138 join the TR66 and TR108. Huxleys also manufactures a mid/rear-mounted unit, known as the TR84M, for compact tractors.

The major difference between Huxleys' existing rear-mounted mowers and the TR84 and TR138 models is the cutting reel width. Both new machines have 762mm (30in) wide units, which is 152mm (6in) wider than those used on the TR66 and TR108 machines. In common with their stablemates, all reels are hydraulically-driven and pivot-mounted.

Overall mowing width of the TR84, which has three cutting reels, is 2.13m (84in). The five reels on the TR138 give a maximum cut of 3.5m (11ft 6in) wide. The TR84 and TR138 rear-mounted reelmowers are priced at £3,600 and £5,900 respectively, excluding VAT.

Full details from Huxleys Grass Machinery, The Dean, New Alresford, Hampshire SO24 9BL. Tel: 092673 3222.

Two new lines from Huxley – the TR84 and the TR138.
MILLTOWN GOLF CLUB, DUBLIN
REQUIRE A
HEAD GREENKEEPER

The successful applicant will be fully experienced in all aspects of modern greenkeeping and machinery maintenance. Experience of staff supervision desirable.

This well established Course is situated four miles from Dublin City centre. It is undergoing a major improvement programme under the guidance of a Course Consultant.

Salary is negotiable, but will be attractive and commensurate with this important position. Housing is not available.

Written applications with full details of age, experience and qualifications etc. to:

The Secretary/Manager
Milltown Golf Club
Dublin 14.